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Where The Sidewalk Ends

Music, TV
Industries
Promote
Anti-Piracy
Lawmakers
Weigh Bill
To Fight Theft
At Universities
By BLAKE MATHEWS
assistant news editor

JONATHAN LINDSAY I Petit Jean
The roads into Georgetown and other rural communities have become impassible because of the rising water levels and leaking levees of the White River, which runs

through much of the northern and central areas of Arkansas. Many residents of Georgetown, a community about 20 miles from Searcy, are trapped in their homes until
water levels subside.

Georgetown, Other Communities Unreachable
f>..s White River Floods Parts Of Arkansas
By JEREMY WATSON
copy editor

rain, rhe White County Office
of Emergency Response, led by
direcror Tamara Jenkins, began

Parts of Arkansas have ex~
perienced flooding after heavy
rains last week caused levees to
leak on the White River.
Thirty-four of Arkansas' 75
counties, including White County,
have been declared disaster
areas, and as such are receiving
government assistance, according to the Federal Emergency
Response Agency.
Last Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, after predictions
began to come in about the

distributing fliers and warning
residents in Georgetown, \vhich
is about 20 miles from Searcy on

the Whire River and is one of
the most heavily flooded areas in
Whire County. Jenkins and her
office rold them ro either leave
by Friday or have enough food
for at least five to seven days. On

Saturday morning, after heavy
rains, the area became a lake
when the White River flooded
its banks.
While the rains have finished

for now, the floods continue to
rise in some parts of the state
as water continues co Aow in.
In White County, the water
is subsiding after the White
River reached its peak earlier
this week.
White County Judge Mike
Lincoln visited a Harding class
on Tuesday and estimated 20
co 30 houses in che area were
flooded. Lincoln said the crnrenc
damage and water levels are the
worst flooding conditions in
tnore than 30 years.
In Georgetown, rescue and
see FLOOD page 3a

African Church Combines Fair Trade And Faith
Mission And Business Founded In Uganda
Continues To Flourish A Decade Later
By CARA GUGLIELMON
assistant copy editor

S

photo courtesy of Mark Moore
The Source Cafe, an Internet cafe in Jinja, Uganda, was founded by
former Harding professor and graduate Mark Moore. The facility is
also used for church services and proceeds go towards sustaining
ministries.

ome missionaries reach
about Jesus in foreign
nations; others translate
Bibles or smuggle them ropersecuted Christians; not many
open coffee shop churches.
Bur that is what one Harding alumnus and a team of
missionaries did.
After graduating from
Harding with a degree in
co mmunications, Mark Moore
moved to rural Uganda in
1994 ro plant churches with
a team of four couples. Four
years later, Moore and the team
created a coffee shop to supply
the growing but financially
impoverished church movement with a meeting place chat
would pay for itself and be

Well-Wishers Provide Global Aid

used seven days a week. What
would they name this versatile
building in Jinja, Uganda,
home of the source of
the Nile River? 1he
Source Cafe.
Moore said though
God works through
churches to transform
the world, many
Christians only rake
advantage of the church building on Sundays. Americans
generally have all needs met,
and neglecting a church building does not hurt them. Bur
he said that a church built in
poverty-stricken Africa could
be a more negative than positive thing.
"[It] is an awful waste of resources ro build a building that
is just a drain and needs money
for upkeep, and yet it just sits

there all week while the people
who live outside its walls don't
even have a roof over their
heads," he said. "So
we thought it would
be better to have a
building that housed
a church (the people,
the body of Christ)
and then also had
sc me sort of economic
impact on the community."
Moore said about 80
percent of Ugandans are rural
furmers. They rill land with
hoes sin ce they lack modern
farm equipment, struggle co
make profit from coffee and
other crops and lack the big
business money and organization to upgrade coffee proce~s
ing and raise the value of their
beans. To rop that off, most
see MISSION page 3a

!merest groups representing the
.Ainericm enrertairunenr industry are
promoting a bill that, if passed, would
force federally funded colleges and
universities to adopt new methods
of combating illegal downloads of
copyrighted material.
The College Opportunity and
Affordability Act, an 800-page
bill that passed easily through
the House of Representatives last
month, aims to n1ake college more
affordable for students through
federal financial aid. Tagged on to
the bill is a two-page stipulatio n:
in order to receive federal aid,
schools must work to curb piracy
of copyrighted music, movies and
other files on their netw"orks, at
their own ex pense.
The origi nal language of the
provision req uires co lleges and
universities to purchase antipiracy software that would uack
the movement of copyrighted
files across the nerwork, as well
as offer "alte rn atives" to illegal
downloading.
H owever, the bill has come
under fire from numerous highereducation groups that claim colleges
are being held disproportionately
accountable for something they
have liltle control over.
"More than 80 percent of
students live off-can1pus and use
commercial networks," said Steve
Worona, direcror of policy and
networking for Educause, o ne
of the groups o pposi ng the bill's
provision, in an interview with
the Los Angeles Times.
Since rhe legislation would
only affect students on campusbased nenvorks, Worona argues
that forcing the burden o n to
co ll eges wou ld be ' expen sive,
ineffecdve, inappropriate and
unnecessary."
1

POLICIES IN PLACE
Earher this month, the American
Council of Education sent a letter
to Congress on behalf ofEducause
and a dozen other higher-education
groups asking legislarors ro "reject
additional language con tained in
H.R. 4137" that wou ld require
colleges to " implement technological measures to deter illegal
file sharing."
The letter recognizes the problem with illegal downloading, bur
also highlights the steps already
being taken by many campuses
to educate st udents abo ut the
dangers and consequences of
illegal file sharing.
"I don't tlllnk it'll be <ffective,"
see PIRACY page 3a

Lobby Art

New Campus Service Groups Team To Assist Africa
By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH
news editor
Wishing wellness upon the
impoverished portions of Africa,
the new Wishing Well organization
at Harding raises money through
fundraisers and other methods ro
establish wells and promote optimism. The organization's members,
too, reap positive encouragement
from their efforts.
" It will transform you no
matter how long you're involved,"
freshman Wishing Well president
Sarah Kyle said.
Kyle said 1.6 million people
die because of water-borne illp
nesses each year; raising money
for wells, which cost $3,000
each, helps combat this problem

and is one of the main objectives
behind Wishing Well. Srill, it is
the people receiving the wells
who form the true focal point of
Wishing Welt's mission.
"It's not just 'here's yarn money,
here's your well,'" Kyle said. "We
want to introduce them co something far greater in Christ."
Under the leadership of Kyle,
Wishing Well meets at the Mclnteer Rotunda every Monday at
7:00 p.m. Other leaders include
sophomore vice president Nate
Haberman, freshman secre tary
Maddie Mahan, freshman treasurer
Natasha Hull and fundraiser coordinators fi:eshmen Caleb Srovall
and Bethany Stovall. The meetings
always commence with praying
around the Africa shape on the

"It's not just, 'here's
your money, here's
your well.' We want
to introduce them to
someth ing far greater
in Ch rist."
Sarah Kyle
freshman

floor composed of riles.
Currently, five to 10 individuals attend meetings, while the
Facebook group has about 70
members.
Following in the footsteps
of Pepperdine University and
Oklahoma Christian Univers ity,
the Harding chapter ofWishing
see WELLS page 5a

ALYSSA MORAN I The Bison
A student takes notes of the art exhibit at Harding's art building. The newest exhibit features interior designs based on hotel lobbies.
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Violence In
Southern Iraq
Violence exploded in cities across southern Iraq as
U.S. and Iraqi forces clashed with militant followers of
radical Shiite cleric Muqtada Sadr this week.
The Iraqi army, under the leadership of Prime Minister
Nouri Maliki, is trying to
retake Basra, the largest city
in Southern Iraq. The oiHich
city has been the center of
clashes between rival Shiite
groups vying for power even
before British military turned
security of the city over to
iraqi forces last December.
Muqtada Sadr ordered
his followers to observe a
MALIKI
cease-fire against U.S. and
Iraqi forces last year. Violence had dropped markedly
since then, but is now on the upswing as Maliki tries to
assert government control over areas loyal to Sadr. The
elusive cleric issued a statement calling for "civil disobedience" if the attacks against his followers did not stop.
Maliki issued a deadline for Sadr's militia, known as
the Mahdi Army, to surrender and pledge not to take
up arms against the government again. In response to
the ultimatum, rockets were fired into the Green Zone in
Baghdad.
Maliki's charge to retake Iraq from Shiite militias
comes at a time when the U.S. is planning to draw down
its troop levels. Many see this campaign as a test of
whether or not Iraqi forces are ready to take over the
responsibility of defending their own country

·'

Florida Apologizes

Hardi1
locatE

ForSfavery
The Florida legislature issued a formal apology for
passing laws in the 19th century that led to the brutalization of African slaves on Wednesday. The resolution to
apologize passed unopposed through both the Senate
and the House.
The ceremony involved a reading of the slave codes
passed in 1822, which called for whippings and even
nailing the ears of slaves to posts over relatively minor
offenses. The laws were struck down in 1868, three
years after the end of the Civil War.
Some lawmakers broke into sobs as the laws were
read aloud.
The state of Florida stopped short of offering reparations to descendents of slaves, thot!gh Gov. Charlie Crist
was open to the idea if lineage could be proven.
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ALYSSA MORAN The Bison
Sophomore Randall Gabriel, pictured right, and a friend enjoy the Spring weather that has finally come to Harding.
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New Leadershi~ Possible
For Zimbabwe ·
Zimbabwean president Robert Mugabe, who has
been in control of the south African nation for the past
28 years, faces possible defeat 11 ' t
'
in Saturday's national election
as two rival candidates gain
momentum.
Mugabe has been accused
of rigging past elections,
charges his party denies,
and even now supporters of
rival candidates complain of
harassment and abuse from
Mugabe's government.
MUGABE
Former Mugabe loyalist
Fay Chung has said that the outcome of the election depends directly on voter turnout. If large enough crowds
come out to vote, she told the BBC, Mugabe's government will not be able to rig the election.
Under Mugabe's rule, Zimbabwe's economy has co~
lapsed. Inflation shoots up over 100,000 percent a year,
farmland has been distributed inefficiently along racial
lines and as of 2005 the unemployment rate was at 80
percent.

Gibson Goes After
Guitar Hero
Gibson Guitar Corp, the Nashville-based guitar
manufacturer, has filed a lawsuit against retail stores
selling the popular video game "Guitar Hero," claiming that the game violates Gibson's 1999 patent on
devices that simulate musical performance.
Though Wal-mart and Target have been impl~
cated in the lawsuit, Gibson has not brought charges
against Activision, the developer of "Guitar Hero." The
real guitar maker has also gone after Harmonix, MTV
Networks and Electronic Arts, the companies behind
"Rock Band," a similar game that allows players to
play along with prerecorded songs using a plastic,
guitar-shaped controller.

"We have enemies for
whom no attack is too
cruel."
- Republican presidential
nominee John McCain, speaking
about foreign policy to the World
Affairs council in Los Angeles.
McCain is seeking to distance
himself from President Bush's
often-unilateral foreign policies
by encouraging cooperation between democratic states, especially on issues like Iraq.

"It's like an explosion."
-Jim Elliot, of the British Antarctic Survey, describing
footage of Antarctica's enormous
Wilkins Ice Shelf collapsing.
Scientists blame global warming
for the disintegration of the 160square mile chunk of ice.
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"If I wanted to be loved, "The Henge."
I ought to be a TV correspondent, not a politician" "We're not getting information from the average
- Vice President Dick
Cheney during a television interperson anymore."

view in Turkey, his final stop on a
10 day Middle East tour that saw
him negotiating with Israeli and .
Palestinian leaders and accusing
Iran of developing nuclear weapons.

"I've studied plans of the
original and that's what
The Henge will look like."
-Australian entrepreneur
Ross Smith, who plans to spend
$1.26 million on building an
exact replica of England's famous
Stonehenge in Australia. The
structure will be built with Australian stone and will be called
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-Police director of
Trenton, NJ., Joseph Santiago,
speaking on a survey showing
that fewer witnesses are coming
forward to report violent crimes.
Many police departments blame
the trend on intimidation from
criminals.
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"Failure can be enlightening."
- Ron MacQuarrie, a 62year old former mortgage banker
who racked up $35,000 in credit
card debt. He quit his job as a
banker and became a surfing
instructor and part-time cashier.

.
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MAR.29
No events

MAR.30
No events

Guitar Hero 3 contest

8 p.m., Benson
~

MAR. 31 *

2.51

- The height, in meters, of
Ukranian Leonid
Stadnik, the tallest man in
the world. He is actually still
growing!

Women's Clubs Meet

APR.1
No events

APR.2
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No events
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MISSION: Moore Served As Missionary To Uganda; Ministry Holds Economic Implications
less than $I a day.

CONTINUED from 1 b

buyers value cheap prices more than

Thus, rhe concept of a cof-

quality and leave many growers

fee shop that could double as a
church building, pay its utilities
&om profits, support other church
ministries and give jobs, dignity and
service opportunities to Ugandans
was ideal.

of high quality coffee beans with
a nonexistent or unfair market as
buyers opt for lower quality coffee beans.
·
Other jobs are rare. Stuck
in poverty and desolate of jobs,
many Ugandans need money for
medicine and sending their children
to parochial schools, according to
Clint Davis, Moore's partner who
hdpecl oversee The Source Cafe, in
his article on the Business as Mis-

The Source Cafe, in the hands of
people like Kimeze, accomplished
its ministry goals, according to

Davis. It provides an example to the
corrummity ofa moral business that
pays its taxes, gives the community

THE CAFE IS BORN
Despite doubts that American
churches would invest in a devdoping country's business, one of the
most risky invesrn1ents, che mission

sion Network's Web site.
According to the article, when

jobs were available, employees often
fuund themselves in cormpt business
situations. Businesses would dodge
raxes, bribe government officials,
manipulate the legal system and
even use witchcraft in attempts
to secure success. Cases of human

Along with rhe church, rural

experience," according to Davis.

But the idea worked.
As Americans and Ugandans

God in these circumstances.

Instead offurcingAmerican business
tactics on their Ugandan partners,
Davis said the missionaries built

today.

This arrangement continues

"We were humbled by 30
Ugandans who walked long distances to worship each Sunday in
what looked like a bombed out

empowering people economically
and spiritually.

rundown rented school room \vith

Moses Kimeze, a former

jagged broken glass that had been
windows, creaky old chairs, dirt an
inch thick on the floor and paint-

Ugandan Jinja church leader and
cafe director, embodied the hardworking spirit of many Ugandans.

peeling walls," Davis wrote.
le was in co this economic chaos

Davis said Kimeze climbed out of

said.

a childhood surrounded by disease
and extreme poverty by breeding
and sdling the offspring of a goat

On a recent trip to revisit Jinja
and 1he Source, Davis saw "AIDS

the business with Ugandans, living
out their mission philosophy of

that Moore, the ream and, four years
later, Davis came to encourage rhe

church movement and hdp build a
system that could survive spiritually
and financially.
Operating a building for the
Jinja Church of Christ and the
Busoga Bible School, which trained
village church leaders, costs about
$15 daily for utilities. Ugandans,
according co Davis, generally earn

he was given, paying for most of

photo courtesy of Mark Moore
The Source offers coffee that was purchased directly from farmers in rural Uganda using the principles
of fair trade. Missionaries and workers traveled into areas of high elevation to find the highest quality
products.
business and Christian ministry.
lots of coffee being sipped."
appropriate ro live for four ro five
The caJe has, in fua, has flourished years in a place inside of a small The Business as Mission Network,
more under Ugandan leadership campus and not venture our and \vhich supplies "news, resources
than under that of the Americans see how others live and how they and tools to turn good business
view HU."
into great ministry," according to
who started it.
-!Oday, the coffee shop still operMoore said one option for irs Web sire, named rhe Cafe one
ares, supporting itself, employees Harding students would be serv- of the 25 Most Admired Business

said. "It was our own version of

'fuir trade' and the furmers loved
us because they knew we would
pay more for quality beans."

combined ideas and experience to
run the cafe, the business thrived.

Yet, Davis told how Ugandan
Christians willingly worshipped

building upkeep.
fumers from the nearby Mt. Elgon
benefit fiom The Source. The shop
buys coffee from the fumers.
"[We would] go up to higher
elevations where the really good
coffee is grown and find farmers
who were serious about growing
good coffee and reward them with
a higher price per pound," Moore

The cafC's start was·rough; it

employees was common.

missionaries instead of paying for

Nile River's bank and renamed ir

formerly had multiple employee
thefts and was currently staffed by
"young Christians straight from
remote villages with zero business

hr..: been docurnenrol Overwodting
and underpaying- or nor paying

jobs and a building to be used for
good causes in addition to Sunday
church services, and supports itself
so the Jinja church can support

team bought Jemimah's Cafe on the
The Source Cafe.

sacrifice at new city business sires

-

A SUCCESS STORY

In this pursuit of fair wages,
Kimeze and American missionary

and the ministry of the church.
"It is kind to offer farn1ers a
fair prices, it is just to offer them

Adam Langford lost their lives in
2007 in acaraccidentwhiledriving
a truckload of coffee beans down
from Mt. Elgon.
"Moses and Adam Uterally gave

a fuir price and it is righr to do so
as well," Moore said

their lives for this idea," Moore

FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL

victims being counseled, meals being provided to hungry children,
village church leaders attending a

his primary and secondary school
charges with the profits, learning
new skills at every opportunity and
becoming one of the most sought-

seminar to i1nprove their Christian
preschools, rwo baptisms, great

after carpenters in Uganda. H e

group meetings, e-mails being sent

eventually managed the renovation
of The Source, managed the shop
and led the Jinja church.

to f.unily members across the globe,
Ugandans learning computer skills,
quality local crafts being sold and

worship and praise to God, small

ing in "economic empowerment

projects," especially through the
school of business, and establishing a program that would, last after

as Mission Companies.
Moore is not done in Africa yet,

and said he even hopes to transform
his old coffee furn in Jinja possibly

srudencs graduate.

into a spice Farm that can be OOrh

"What is the equivalent [of fair
trade] for the people of Kensett or
Judsonia'" Moore said. "In what

agri cultural and tourist. While
the spice farm may or may not

w-ays do economic injustices threaten
people in those comn1unities and

become a reality, if students and
members of the Searcy community
look for chose needing help and

Christians must find the poverty
near them and seek to mend it.
"There are very poor people
just outside of Searcy in Judsonia

what would be 'fuir' and 'j ust' and
'kind' for them, since these are the
things that God loves'"

people in America and outside it
may be lilied out of poverty and

or wherever, trying to n1ake a living," he said. "I don't ki.10\v what
the equivalent sort of economic

WORK CONTINUES

While people may pair poverty
with foreign countries, Moore said

empowerment project is for HU
stud ents who live in that communiry, bur I do chink it is nor

imple1nenr creative ways to help,

other economic injustices.

Although Moore returned from
Uganda ro llve in .the United Stares
onMarch24, 2003, TheSourceCafC
is still running as a simulraneous

It could be something as seemingly "impossible" as a coffee shop
church.
Information far the article was
contributed by Business as Mission
Network.

PIRACY: Groups Debate Prevalence Of Illegal Downloading
NUMBER SKEPTICS

CONTINUED from 1 b
said Keith Cronk, Vice-President of Information Systems

ence in recent years to promote
tougher legislation against movie

and what it will create in terms
of costs and requirements for
.
.. "
un1vers1nes.

Industry Association of America,

Cronk said he opposes the bill's

JONATHAN LINDAY I Petit Jean
An estimated 20 to 30 homes and buildings are either flooded or
underwater in the Georgetown area .

FLOOD: River Overflows CONTINUED from 1 b

relief efforts are ongoing. Ac-

cording to Jenkins, responders
currently are mainly waiting for
rhe water to recede.
"Right now, we're just check-

ing in, seeing what peo ple need
and trying to provide it," Jenkins
said . "There haven't really been

man y rescues; it's mainly just
raking peo ple out who didn't

responsible for 44 percent, or $572

we'd need to do, because we
already filter," he said, referring

million, of the movie industry's
losses. News rhat college students

to Harding's policy of restricting

were cutting Hollywood's profits
almost in halfspread all the way to
Congress, where the MPAAspenr
$2 .3 million in 2007 lobbying

access to certain content and

programs, including many filesharing services.

In addition, Cronk said

central command post that will

plied by H arding, but rather by

be set up in Georgetown. Anyone

commercial telecomn1unications

who wishes to help must check
in at the command center.
"We really want accouncabilicy,
for everyone coming in and go-

gianrAT&T.
"When you look at that law
and figure our exactly where you
hit the Internet, it's not until you

get ro the AT&T realrors," Cronk
said. As for AT&T's ability to
comply wich che mandates in the
bill, "it would be awful," he said.
"Basically any server you could
hit around the world, they've gor

Jenkins said there was one
rescue on Tuesday, when a family
of six attempted to leave in their
own boar. Ir began to leak and

the flood who needs assistance,
they can get in contact with her

sink, bur the sheriff department's

office Monday through Friday

boat was on the scene and able to

during normal business hours

to be able to track."
Ho,vever, many larger uni ·
versi ties are their o\vn Internet
service providers and wou ld be

take the man, his wifi: and his four

at (501)-268-4817. She said it is

held responsible for deterring

children into their boat.

important that chose \vho need

what the entertainment industry
vie\VS as a major threat to its
existence.

Once the waters recede, Jenkins

help talk to her office so that they

said the real effort will begin as the

can be put on the list to receive

affected areas start to be cleaned

federal aid.

anti-piracy provision.

"There'd be very little that

complaints about theft or property
damage by volunteers."
Jenkins said that if anyone
kn ows someone affected by

leave but once the water <;:ame,
wanted to."

they have been one of the loudest supporting voices of the bill's

Their emphasis on college student<
comes fiom a study commissioned
by the MPM in 2005, which
found that students downloading

the Internee service Harding
students use isn't actually sup-

we cut down on any instances or

piracy. Along with the Recording

provision on the grounds that it
constitutes "more government
interference in college operation,"
though it< acrual impact on Harding
policy would be minimal.

up. She said Harding students and
anyone else concerned will be able
to volunteer to help clean up at the

ing out," Jenkins said. "Thar way

The MPM has used its influ-

and Technology at Harding. "l
don't think [supporters of the
bill] understand the impact of it

"U.S. college students are

movies from college nerworks were

legislation to protect its intellectual
property. The RIAA, citing similar
damage .to its profits from music

piracy, began targeting individual
stude nts suspected of illegal fire
sharing and demanding large
settlements.
"Piracy hurts ordinary working 1nusic ians, but it also will
hurc our nation's cul cure and its
music funs if enough talented and
hard·work.ing musicians cannot
survive in the business," American

Federation of Musicians President
Tho1nas F. Lee wrote in a letter
to Congress.

Some Harding students said
they are skeprical abour the entertainm en t industry's claim s.
"A lot of 1nusicians talk about

Dan Glickman wrote in a letter to
federal lawmakers this week.

believes that an artist "should be

for digital theft of copyrighted
materials," Morion Picture Association of America President

800-page bill.
"It just seems like there's no
incredibly dear connection between
this addendum and the original
purpose of the bill," Harding

study. After the movie industry

senior Sarah Loehman said.

pulled in record amount< of money
in 2007, tl1e MPM came forward
with revised result< in January. The
proportion of losses attributed to
coUege student< in 2005 was lowered
from 44 percent to 15 percent, a
difference of almost $400 million.
Figuring in Worona's statement
that 80 percent of students live
off-campus and do not use their
schools' network, some experts

'

and individuals are questioning
its relevance to the rest of the

Loehman, along with most of
the provision's opponents, said she

also believes any costs from the
irnplemencation ofnew technology
would be passed down to students,
rhus "addressing 15 percent of a
major problem they're having by
counteracting the purpose of the
original bill."

A MORAL ISSUE

have placed the figure as low as

3 percent.
'" ! have no doubt that the
exceptional size of this [initial]
number contributed significantly
to the sense of urgency in dealing
with college students," Educause
Vice President Mark Luker told
the Los Angeles Times.
Using the new figures to support
their argument, groups opposed

ro the provision managed to get

the language forcing schools
to implement new technology
removed from the bill.
The MPM said groups like
Educause try "to divert attention
from the real and immediate

problems at hand" by focusing on
the statistical error. Ir continues to

QUESTIONING CLAIMS

all of the money they are losing
because of college kids downloading songs, but [ really think that
this really isn't the iss ue," senior
Jared Abelson.
A musician himself, Abelson

disproporrionarely responsible

able to make money through live
performances or merchandise sales"
ifhe or she is popular enough to
be illegally downloaded.
Further adding to the skepticism
is the MPAA's admission of error
regarding it< widdy publlcized 2005

While she does not support
piracy, Loehman believes that any
measures put in place to prevent
it wou ld be seen as a "bigger

challenge" to those students who
engage in piracy anyway.
"They would defini rely get
creative," she said.

Beneath the legal matters and
polirical hustling, the issue of
piracy is still an undeniably moral
one. Though he said he di sagrees
with the MPMs generalization
char most coll ege students steal

copyrighted material, sophomore
Alex Ritchie acknowledges that
"our generation is becoming more

enabled with technology, and we
don't necessarily look at the morality

support language in the bill that
would punish colleges for any il-

of using the technology."

legal activity on their networks,

testified before Congres s with

Even though the MPAA

as well as espousing programs

fau lty information, Ritchie said

like Ruckus and Napsrer. These
subscription-based services provide
a legal alternative to music piracy
bur have failed to catch on with
students.

he believes that the central issue
has nor changed: steali ng is still

Though the MPAA and related

on, even if it is just 3 to 15 per-

unethical, and steps should be
taken to fight it.
"There is wrongdo ing going

interest groups have said they

cent," Ritchie said. "Where do

believe the provision is necessary,

you draw the line? How wrong

an increasing number of groups

is too wrong?"
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Senior Uses Personal Art
As Witnessing Tool
many of his friends from
Africa were enrolled. While in
Oregon, Granberg had been a
Bible and ministry major, but
tudents a~ Harding purafter coming to Harding his
sue all sorts of personal
majors changed to fine arts
ministries. Some seek
and
vocational ministry. Ir
traditional means to share
their faith, but others look for was then that assistant professor of art Beverly Austin first
more unconventional ways
met Josh in her drawing class.
to tell others about Jesus.
Austin said she feels that
As a fine arts and vocational
Josh's foreign roots influence
ministry major, senior Josh
his art in a very profound way
Granberg falls into the latter
as
a student.
category.
"He is more objective and
From Granberg's very first
realistic about art and not
years, he has been involved in
led by immature emotions,"
missions. In fact, Granberg
Austin
said. "He sees the 'big
spent the first nine years of
picture'
in the world and in
his life in Kenya, where his
the purpose of his art. As a
parents served as missionaries
student, he is very teachable,
before moving to Lubbock,
and as an artist, he is always
Texas. After three years in
searching
for new ideas and
Lubbock, Granberg's famcarries them out well."
ily moved to Portland, Ore.,
Granberg's love for Jesus
where Granberg started takis what Austin said impresses
ing his lifelong hobby of art
her most about Granberg,
more seriously:
both as a student and as an
"I had always been
artist.
Austin also said she
interested in art," Granberg
feels Granberg will be able
said. "In Africa I would draw
animals a lot, and in Lubbock to utilize his creativity in his
own ministry.
that started to change to ar"He has already been uschitecture and images involving
his art as a ministry by
ing perspective. It was not
painting before large audiuntil we moved to Portland
ences with the painting as a
that I started to draw more
sermon," Austin said.
seriously, but even there it
Through his art, Granberg
was hard to find an environsaid he hopes to help other
ment that fit my art."
believers address struggles
After spending three
they face in their Christian
semesters at Cascade Colwalks. Granberg said his idea
lege in Portland, Granberg
is to create what he calls a
transferred to Harding where
By JARED ABELSON
student reporter

S

"visual journey" that uses
visual elements along a path
of devotional thoughts.
"These paths are designed
to help people come to certain conclusions and to have
specific feelings," he said.
Granberg said he plans on
working as an artist and minister both domestically and
internationally in the future.
"I will probably end up
overs/as for awhile; I would
love to plant churches in
America at some point," he
said. "Though right now I
feel that it is one of the most
difficult mission fields in the
world."
Some of the countries
Granberg is considering
working in include Kenya,
Sudan and Uganda as well as
the Philippines and Australia.
Even though this is
Granberg's last semester at
Harding, students will have
the opportunity to see Josh's
work on display during his
senior art exhibit from March
31 to April 13. Josh has also
been commissioned to do
works in the past and sells his
work too.
"I would be willing to
sell almost all of my work,"
Granberg said.
Though with his senior arr
exhibit scheduled only a week af-·
ter Spring Sing, Josh did not expect to have any of his work for
sale during the art department's
annual Spring Sing art sale.

,
ALYSSA MORAN I The Bison
Senior Josh Granberg paints an intricate scene. Granberg has painted before audiences, using his paintings as an illustrative sermon. His work will be displayed between March 31 and April 12 in his senior art
exhibit.

Belles & Beaux
To Perform
Band Will Play At
Springboard Youth Rally
artist, a beauty queen with the
guests and organizations being
Mitch Wilburn, Bobby Kern,
Jennifer
Berry, Tquan Moore,
Harding's Belles & Beaux will
perform at the Springboard 2008 Willie Sanchez, Buddy Mills,
youth rally in Lawton, Oklahoma, Sandstory, Alan Bastyr, Watershed
Worship, Spoken Word Praise
on April 5 at 7:30 p.m.
Belles & Beaux is a vocal and and Theatron,
According to the group, the
instrumental band that consists
of 12 student members and is members are preparing for this
sponsored by Harding's music performance with a lot of pracdepartment. The band performs tice and dedication, rehearsing
a variety of current and older an hour and a half on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Hicks said the
music.
at Youth Forum
performance
Chuck Hicks, the director of
during Spring Sing weekend
Belles
&
Beaux,
said
the
group
is
TAYLORDURHAMI The Bison
often asked to perform at youth will be a good practice perforA Harding student leisurely swims laps in the Ganus Athletic Center pool. Student lifeguards, swim coaches, and swimming instructors can work at
events such as Oklahoma's Spring- mance to prepare for a larger
the pool throughout the school year and in summer.
board 2008, a day of "fun-filled audience.
Hicks said their performances
events" and "Spirit-led classes,"
according to the web site. Hicks are designed to demonstrate that
said he believes this will be larger Christians can enjoy all kinds of
than most events the group music, including rock, country,
Yingling said he looks for aid as needed and to inform has performed before because bluegrass, pop, contemporary,
By CHRISTIE CRONK swimming hours. From children
student. reporter just learning to swim to retired students who have experience in the aquatics director about the organizers are anticipating classical, jazz and others.
"I also think this event can
faculty just trying to exercise, aquatics either as a lifeguard, swim emergencies or other difficult 1,000 to 1,500 people.
be
performed with energy and
situations.
Hicks said all of the members
Harding University's pool has the pool remains busy. With coach or swimming instructor,
passion while maintai ning
are
traveling
to
Lawton,
or
just
a
love
for
the
water
and
Other
less
extreme
duties
perOkla.
all
these
events
going
on,
havmany uses and is kept open for
Christian perspectives and
many different things, such as ing a lifeguard on duty is very being around it. Yingling said formed by the student fifeguard He said this event will have
it is also important that he finds include jobs such as cleaning up many more groups and speak- emphasizing moral principles,"
faculty swims and competitive important.
The closest indoor pool to students who are responsible the equipment and securing the ers than usual with the entire Hick~ said. " Belles & Beaux
swimming teams through the
focus of the event on the theme are reminded through their efHarding
is in Cabot, which is and conscientious because they pool area before leaving.
area. Every semester 12 to 15
forts that audiences appreciate
"Heirborne,''
Students
can
work
from
three
may
have
to
deal
about
30
miles
away,
Therefore,
with
a
life
or
university students are employed
to 12 hours per week during
Hicks said Belles & Beaux is Christians who can 'rock your
by aquatics director J .D. Yingling many people - even those death situation.
the
school
year
and
during
the
the
closing act of the rally. He face off' and still walk the walk
from
the
Searcy
community
lifeguards
are
required
Harding
to serve as lifeguards, swimming
up
summer,
students
can
work
use
Harding
University's
to
be
certified
and
nationally
said
the group will be playing of a Christ-centered life."
instructors and coaches.
Hicks said Belles & Beaux
recognized by organizations to 20 hours a week. The student for an hour of "mostly upbeat
Many events go on all day at swimming pool.
end
every performance with the
"The lifeguards and other such as the American Red Cross lifeguards are told to wear their stuff" and songs will include
Harding's swimming pool. The
song "And Can It Be," and it will
"
Life
is
a
Highway,"
"Many
swimsuits
and
be
attentive
while
or
YMCA.
Harding
also
offers
students
who
teach
lessons
swimming pool opens at 5:30
a,m, for women's faculty and or coach play a major role in courses for those students who on their shift; no homework or the Miles," "Watch Over You," be no different at Springboard
"Stay," "Here it Goes," "Wicked 2008.
talking on the phone.
staff swim and closes at 9:45 building relationships between want to be certified.
"We also make a specific
"Working in aquatics is a Man" and "At Last."
While on duty, the lifeguards
Harding and the community,"
p.m. with a student swim.
statement
that above all we are
students
to
use
All
the
other
performers
great
way
for
During the day, there are Yingling said. "Our swim les- are required to supervise the
convicted
to honor God," Hicks
their
God-given
talents
while
are
from
various
places
in
the
water exercise classes, lap swim sons program is known for pool and surrounding areas,
said. "It is a strong message,
sessions, competitive swimming providing excellent swimming make appropriate rescues, showing Jesus to those they come · country, Hicks said, He also
particularly after an awesome
in a loving, Christian contact Harding Public Safety in contact with through our said the schedule includes a
team practice and male and instruction
.
,,
performance."
speaker, a comedian, a sand
for emergencies, provide first programs," Yingling said.
female student recreational environment.
By LAURA NAVARRO
student reporter

Harding's Pool Serves Students and Community

Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.
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Students Work At NCAA Tournament

The Window-

All five sri.tdenr members of
the Sports Information staff went
to work in Little Rock. Junior
It is March Madness time Trey Rickman was the media
again. Everyone is filling out their breakfast representative and part
brackets and sitting in front of the of the statistics crew during the
1V watching basketball games. games. Junior Amanda Pruitt and
But a few Harding students got freshman Lacy Rush transcribed
ro experience some of March coaches quotes after the gam<s.
Madness first hand besides just Junior Jeremy Young and freshman
Alex Groves worked as interview
watching the games.
Harding Sports Information . room assistants.
Thursday, the group spent the
had che opportunity to work
at the NCAA Tournament first day watching the team practices
round games in North Little and working at the press conferences. The firsr four games of the
Rock's Alltel Arena.
The University of Arkansas tournament began on Friday, and
at Litde Rock hosted the NCAA the group worked from about
region last weekend. Harding 11 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
Saturday was spent with more
Sports Information Director Scott
Goode contacted Joe Angelia, the press conferences, and only two
men's sports information director of Harding's staff attended. The
from UALR, and offered ro help last two games were played on
staff the event. Angolia found Sunday.
"Jr's always a fun and great
jobs for the whole Harding staff,
and they began preparing for the experience to work on a job like
this," Goode said. "You never
tournament.
By BETHANY LOFTIS

student reporter

know when Harding might host
something like this, so it is good to
see how other schools do it.''
This was a great learning experience for everyone involved. It
gave the students a chance to see
what working at a tournament is
really like, bur the students also
got to meet some celebrities and
big name coaches from around
the count ry.
"You see the players on T\!,
and it is a lot different to see how
big they are and physical they are
in person," Goode said.
A.JI of the students involved
said they gained experience, but
they also have so many grea t
memories from working at the
tournament.
"Since my job cook place
after the games, I guess my
favorite part would have to
be just getting to sir in a front
row of a Division I tournament
where the best of the best play,"
Groves said.

WELLS: Club's Mission to Encompass More
CONTINUED from 1 b
Well plan s to be officiaJly rec -

TAYLOR DURHAM J The Bison
Harding students raise their heart rates on the elliptical machines at the Searcy Athletic Club. The Club is
located on Beebe Capps expressway.

Off-Campus Gym Gives
Students More Options
By ALLISON WEAVER

a smoothie bar, nursery care

student reporter

and many classes for no extra
ch arge.

I •

ALYSSA MORAN J The Bison
weather that has finally come to Harding.

:COOLER
be loved, "The Henge."
lV correa politician" "We're not getting information from the average
ident Dick
levision interperson anymore."

final stop on a
t tour that saw
'th Israeli and
: and accusing
nuclear weap-

lans of the
at's what
I look like."
entrepreneur
lans to spend
Jilding an
gland's famous
tralia. The
Jilt with Aus1ill be called
1

-Police director of
Trenton, NJ., Joseph Santiago,
speaking on a survey showing
that fewer witnesses are coming
forward to report violent crimes.
Many police departments blame
the trend on intimidation from
criminals.

While many students on
campus exercise at the gym in the
Ganus Athletic Center, students
may nor know there are gyms
in Searcy other than the one at
Harding.
One gym in particular is the
Searcy Athletic C lub.
Many long-time Searcy residents may remember it by the
name " H ealthcorp." The name
changed about two years ago
because coo many people were
confusing it with being a health
clinic rather than a gym.
SAC is located on Beebe Capps
expressway at the intersection of
Beebe Capps and Skyline Drive
and is managed by Bobby Mcinturff and employed by Searcy
residents and college stude nts.
It is equipped with a second
floor full of weight machines,
treadmills, bikes and ellipticals,
as well as a walking track, a
women's center, racquetball
and basketball courts, tanning
beds, steam rooms, Jacuzzis,

Although the Harding gym
is free, it does not offer as many
perks as the Searcy Athletic
Club.
SAC offers a student member-

ship for $164, plus tax, for an
entire semester versus a regular
membership. To sign up for a
single membership, the cost is
$48.06 a month plus a $29 joining fee if you sign a six month
or year membership. They also
offer a corporate rate for Harding
faculty, which is $39.50 a month,

plus a pro rate and $29 joining
fee, all of which comes directly
out of your paycheck.
A guest pass is $10.80 a
day, $27 a week or $64 .80 a
month.
Tue· money nor only pays for
the use of any machine at the
facility but also for all of the
classes the gym offers. Classes
include BODY PUMP, 20-Minute
Abs, step class, circuit training,
Zumba, yoga, Yoga Fit, running
class, cardlo circuit class, Silvet

Sneakers Fitness Program for
older adu lts and more. To try
and convenience everyone, the
classes are offered at different
times throughout every day.
Searcy Athleric Club's hours
are Monday through Thutsday
from 5:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m,
Friday from 5:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. ,
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Sunday I p.m. to 5 p.m.
The staff is helpful, positive
and eager to help others by exemplifying a healthy lifestyle. Also,
personal trainers and a massage
therapist are available to assist
members for an extra fee.
"Since I've been a member at
Searcy Athletic Club, I actually
enjoy going ro the gym," said
student Amy Kemper, a member
of the Searcy Athletic Club. "It's
not a dreadful feeling anymore to
go workout. The staff is so friendly
and I really feel part of this gym.
It's definitely worth the extra
money that I have to pay."
You can find mote information about SAC at www.healthcorponline.com ot by calling
501-268-8080.

"Failure can be enlightening."

needy in 2.ambia, many ofwhom
are now suffering from excessive
flooding. The two organizations
keep each other updated on their
current events.
"We're trying ro connect
and share our love for Africa,"
Kyle said.
Kyle said being a part of
Wishing Well has deepened her
appreciation for all the good in
life, remark.jog that on campus,
it's easy ro co mplain about the
little things, like a cheeseburger
not cooked to perfection.
"It's taught me to look so far
beyond us," Kyle said.
As Harding's Wishing Well
organization expands,.raising more
money and hopes, its influence
will surely ex tend far beyond
what its members can imagine
for o chers and themselves.

Name That Tune

TAYLOR DURHAM The Bison
Spring Sing host David Walton, a senior. sings his solo in the middle of the performances. Ju Go Ju' and
Ko Jo Kai's show, "The Night Before Christmas; w0n the club co mpetition Saturday night.
J

- Ron MacQuarrie, a 62year old former mortgage banker
who racked up $35,000 in credit
card debt. He quit his job as a
banker and became a surfing
instructor and part-time cashier.

The World s Most Brilliant Diamond
1

THE PERFECT DIAMOND FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN.

1527 East Race Street
Searcy, Arkansas
MAR.30
ts

ognized..as a campus club in a
few weeks. The group formed
last semester in Nathan Guy's
New Testament Survey class
in which a service projecr was
required. The group Kyle was a
part of chose the Wishing Well
organization as its project and
"fell in love with everything it
represented."
The group members said they
pondered taking Wishing Well
further rhis semester, receiving
their green light when Guy spoke
of seizing opportunities when
the moment seemed fitting. The
group members looked at each
other and realized what they
wanted to do: extend Wishing
Well to other Harding members.
The group talked to Guy, who

agreed to become their faculty
adviser.
"Having him give that lesson was
a God-send, as we so desperately
needed a sponsor to take things
further," Kyle said.
To raise money, Wishing
Well members nick-or-created
in October, asking for door-rodoor donations. They have also
worked in the student center
booth. In the future, the group
anticipates holding a prayer
night, to "shower this organization with prayer and petirion to
God," Kyle said.
Wishing Well shares common
ground with another Harding
erganization, Hearts for HIZ,
formed by the students who attended Harding's Zambia overseas
program last semester. Hearts for
HIZ* provides assistance to the
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-~ester gettjng into shape,
and rcim' members can often
b.e seen in the weight room in
the Ganw Athletic Center~or
'out on the practice soccer fields
n~t to the 'baseball field.
• lfrider the~giiklance M
Coach.Ronald Msiska, who
(ormerly pl~r_e4 for the Zimbabwean national cugl>y team,
last' semester's batch of newbies
wfo/knew nothing about the
game are back this semester
With
gani~s..already
schedule&, two of which are
to be played in Searer L;lst ·
semester the team played. a
of four. games, against top
teams in rhe area, such as John
Brown 'lJnive~siiy; the~ µctle
Rock Men's Rugby Team and
Afkansas .)rate, jtho ls not only
tiiltionally-ranked bur is ranked
a1:tbe No. 1 team in the divi·
siorl. :UC·
said they qppe
last seme,s~er's games Wtlt give
them. the experience they need
to dominate in the upcoming
season.
Sev~raI companies in
town, including Cintas
Corporation, which even -..
included jerseys for the team,
generously pr.ovided funding
for,lasc se~e~te(s play. ·lhi~ .
semester, theiteam plans on
selling T-shirts' in che scudent
center to raise the bulk of
$cir funding, mainly
cut
the players' out-?f-pockec, ·_
~~s. ·%e r"·~~frts wiltbe
sold.·fot $,Hl*,.rt a.· l~rg.e
lefff~iFft~tl~
tfe'sf--t'hat

three

rotal

team

'fti~ .

fl'

""i

to

~~
.a .~. ' · ··.lt,e~~·L
.i~ve .
ift?ITTJtfn"!"{M'dl~JfilE~.ost1>T
t_he- fundihg,~ill ,gd.'~~~~rds

helping the team play their
best in the upcoming game~,
such as by paying for transportation and for practice
equipment such as ruckiog

pads.
The rugby team focuses not
only on playing the game, but
also on educating others how
to play the game. It is a fun
game to watch because of both
the uniqueness of the sport and
the speed with which the game
can change. It is estim!lted
that aroupd 4 billion people
watched the"2007 Rugby
World Cup;·either on TY, the
Internet, or in the stands, and
,the total number of spectators
for1 2008 is only expected to
go up.
- For more information on
how the game is played, there
are a number of instructional
videos on the Internet, especially on YouTube, or ESPN
Rugby 2008 is available for all
game platforms.
The next confirmed game is
against the Little Rock Men's
Rugby Club at Harding on
March 29. The game will be
held on the practice soccer field
next co the baseball field, and
anyone who wishes to sec the
match is more than welcome
to come out and support the
Harding team. The next game
will be on Apr.ii 5 against ASU
afJonesborough and then on
Aprif 12 against UA at Harding. For more information, any
6fthe team members would be
~appy , to artswe.r any questions,
or )'ou can go to
wWw.hardingrugby.com.
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Msiska Brings Experience
From National Level
By KATIE ULLIMAN
student reporter

W

en Ronald Msiska
efr his home coun-

ry of Zimbabwe to
play football for Harding, he

not only left his friends and

family, but also a spot on the
Zimbabwe National Rugby
Team.
Arriving on campus, Msiska
found ochers interested in
the sport and, slowly, a group
began to play for fun and
eventually became the Harding
University Bison Rugby Team.
Msiska began his rugby
career when he was 14, che
sport being very popular in his
country. Although physically
draining, rugby, like any sport,
built up endurance and character for Msiska.
"]played for the Under-19
national team and then the
Under-21 team," Msiska said.
"My teammates and coaches
didn't want me co go to school,
but to play rugby professionally
full-time. I started looking for
a place co play sports and go to
school, and r got a scholarship
to play football for Harding."
Msiska was injured during

his first year and was unable to .

helped coach with Msiska after
spending time as a Marine.
"I used to play for the
Marine Corps team against
other countries, Johnson said.
"I played outside center, but I
can play just about any position. When I came back, the
When the team starred
team was unorganized, and I
taking shape, Msiska became
helped with the initial involvethe coach, offering his invaluable rugby experience to chose
ment and getting more local
exposure."
not familiar with the sport but
Johnson, an assistant coach
eager to learn.
and president of the club, also
"Ronald is a great coach,
played for the team and said
aside from the language barMsiska's experience helped him
rier," sophomore wing Joel
coach beginners.
Hunter said. "He is a really
"'He and our team captain,
big help to the team and \Ve
Tristan Grant, have been inwouldn't even be here if it
wasn't for him."
fluential to training," Johnson
said. "Rugby's r:ally catching
Msiska said he had coached
on here in the U.S., and I'm
youth teams in Zimbabwe, so
really glad to see it being recoginstructing the men here came
nized in Arkansas."
easily to him.
"It wasn't that much of a
Johnson said he recognized
many on the team of 20 were
transition because I knew the
new to the sport and came
game," he said. "But here I had
. out because they thought it
to teach the basic rules from
sounded fun or they had seen a
scratch. Back home, everybody
march before.
knew what rugby was, so it
"It's a club sport, and we
was starting on a new level of
play clubs but also collegiate
reaching here."
reams," Johnson said. "We
Another influential memmake sure to take the time
ber of the ream is sophomore
Adam Johnson, who came back to train. In practice, Ronald
see RUGBY page 2b
to his collegiate studies and
play football, therefore losing
his scholarship.
"I ended up wanting to do
something with my time, and
so I helped coach the rugby
ream," he said. "I was good at
it and knew \vhar I was doing."

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Head rugby coach Ronald Msiska looks on during a March 25 practice. Msiska played rugby for the Zimbabwe national team, but he came to Harding to play football. Msiska jumped at the chance to coach for
Harding when he found they were fielding a team.

Depth Sparks Successful
Start .For Tennis Teams
By CHRISTOPHER O'OELL
student reporter

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Two Bisons participate in a doubles match against LeMoyne-Owen on March 25. The Bisons have won 11
straight matches, and no Bison has lost a match yet this season. The team has an overall match record of
99-0 in their 11 meets.

The Harding men and women's
tennis teams have both started the
year off on the righc track. The
women won their I 01..h consecutive
match Tuesday against LeMoyneOwen to improve their record to
12-2 on the year. Meanwhile, the
men's team is enjoying an even
greater season, as they currently
stand undefeated on the year with
an 11-0 mark
However, the men's 1 1-0 record, a school-record, is playing
second fiddle to another statistic
of theirs. The team is not only,
but the Bisons are also undefeated
in marches as a team. The Bisons
have compiled an overall match
record of 99-0 during their first
11 meets. They are 66-0 in singles
matches and 33-0 in doubles
matches.
Despite the impressive start,
Head Coach David Elliot and
his team said they know chat it's
not how you start the season, but
how you finish it.
"[The undefeated record]
doesn't mean anything to us,"
Elliot said. "We still have a lot
of work to do."

Thar work includes finishing
the regular season against teams
such as Abilene Christian, Delta
State and Ouachita Baptist, the
third-ranked team in NCAA IL
Senior Ethan Bryant said it feels
good to be undefeated so far, but
he knows the schedule hasn't hurt
their undefeated record.
"It's partially due to thescheduling we've had so far," Bryant said.
"We kind of scheduled it to where
some of our e.asier competition
was at the beginning in order
ro prepare us for the rougher
matches."
The men's tean1 has already
qualified for the Gulf South
Conference tournament and
Elliot said he believes his teams'
start should be enough ro •get
them even further.
,
"fu it sta nds right now, our
ranking and our record should be
enough to get us into the national
tournament," Ellioc said.
t..The women's cean1 is also
looking co keep momencum their
way as they head into the latter
parr of their schedule. ]be bdy
Bisons have also already qualified
for the conference tournament,
but still have five meetS remaining with conference opponents,

which could have a big impact
on where they stand heading into
the GSC tournament.
Elliot said he believes his teams'
depth might play a big role in the
outcome of the season.
"Our team is a little better this
ye:ar than we have been in a while
because of our depth," Eliot said.
"111e women's rean1 should be in
the top two in our conference
because of char."
After posting a 2-2 record in
their firsc four meets, che Lady
Bisons have won their last l 0
meets, and are currently playing
their best tennis of the season.
· "We've had some injuries and
sicknesses," Eliot said. "We're just
now getting it together and starting to get to our peak"
The depth both the men
and women's teams have shown
throughout the season should help
each team finish off the season with
as much success as they started it
with. Bryant said he knows the
cough remaining schedule can
be used to help the Bisons and
bdy Bisons prepare for the most
important 1nacches, such as those
in the GSC tournament.
"We probably have the toughest
see TENNIS page 2b

What On Earth Happened To America's Pastime?
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch
w

•

l

ell, my favorite sport
is officially underway: baseball. Oddly
enough, however, I'm not too
happy with the way the season
started.
I honestly got offended
when I heard the Major League
Baseball season was going to
open up in Japan this year. Yes,
I realize Japan loves baseball,
and MLB is making a killing
off of those games because the
stadium is packed beyond capacity, but baseball is America's
pastime, nor Japan's pastime.
Baseball is about the smell
of hot dogs in the stands, not
the smell of sushi. Baseball is
about che chatter of rhe crowd,

nor the pounding of drums
and sou nding of air horns in
the stands. Baseball is about
American heritage, nor Japanese fascination and idolization
of the game and the players.
What happened to the first
game of the year always being
played in Cincinnati? You
know - that one place where
the first MLB team came from?
Let's just toss that out the window and play in another country where baseball is a relatively
new part of the culture. All of
this is like a slap to the face of
baseball purists who relish the
tradition of the game.
Where did Commissioner
Selig get this bright idea? Is he
trying to make everyone forget
about the steroid scandal by
playing in Japan' That sure isn't
going to work. I'd venture to
say a pretty large percentage of
baseball fans didn't really know
that the season has started yet
because they are used to open-

ing day for America's pastime
being in that one place where
baseball originated. What's it
called' Oh, yeah - America.
Here are a few ideas: How
about we move the Little
League World series from
its long-time home in Williamsporr, Pa., to Tokyo as
well. Or maybe we can move
the College World Series out
of Omaha, Neb., to Italy. Or
how about we take the annual
Thanksgiving Day NFL games
hosted by Detroit and Dallas
and move them to Canada?
Oh, I know what we could
do. We could open the sumo
season in Am'erica. Don't those
sound like grand plans?
I didn't think so.
How about some more ideas
of how we can wreck American
sports?
Let's take the Rose Bowl
and move it out of Pasadena,
Calif. Let's take the Baseball
Hall of Fame and yank it our

of Cooperstown. The same
can go for the Football Hall of
Fame in Cancon, Ohio, or rhe
Bowling Hall of Fame in St.
Louis.
Well, maybe I took it too
far with the whole bowling
thing, bur I suppose you get
my point.
Selig, opening the season
in Japan was a terrible call.
Give baseball fans their traditions back. Play Major League
Baseball where it's supposed to
be played. Begin the season in
Cincinnati where it's supposed
to begin.
I feel like Selig is just slapping the game of baseball right
in the face. Baseball's inventor,
Abner Doubleday, would be
rolling in his grave if he knew
how badly Selig is disrespecting
the game.
How can you disrespect
something that has meant so
much to this country?
Baseball has done a ton

for America. It has helped us
through wars. It helped us
through the Grear Depression.
It was there for us during the
9111 tragedy. Baseball has been
a constant for America through
every rough time we've had.
Do you recall \vhen President Bush threw out rhe firsc
pitch in New York before the
first game after 9/11? That was
one of the most uplifting and
parrioi:ic things I've seen in a
long time.
The game of baseball united
a country on that day. It took a
broken nation and mend.ed it.
I don't think I re:!lized exactly what a sport could 1nean
to a counuy until rhat day.
Baseball healed us because it's
what \Ve knew. Even if ir's just a
game, it's America's game.
Let's also remember \vhat
basebay did/o,r blacks.
When Jacldc Robinson
broke the color. barrier in baseball, he broke other barriers

as well. He united a group of
people in a way chat spoke to
the nation. He was a wake-up
call for America, and he did it
with baseball.
I'll close with what James
Earl Jones said in "Field of
Dreams. "
"The one conscant through
all the years has been baseball.
America has rolled by like an
arn1y of stean1 rollers. It's been
erased like a blackboard, rebuilt
and erased again, but baseball
has marked the time. This field,
this game is a part of our past.
ft reminds us of all that once
was good, and that it could be
again."
Baseball is America.
America is Baseball

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports ed itor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bh iggi ns @harding.edu
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Baseball Evokes Memories

I

am a 12-year-old covered
in dirt.
I am the dashing, leaping, sliding, grinding, spitting,
shouting wreck of prepubescent awkwardness made perfect
for two hours. Pray for extras.
I am the baron of the
basepaths; the governor of
glove; the dealer of doubles;
the scourge of the squeeze; the
bandi to of base knocks.
I go from first co third. I
tag on a pop up. I assume the
double play.
I raise some chatter. I give
110. I hear "good eye." I look
alive.
I have a cork soul, and red
stitching comprises my veins.
I aI]l sown into this game like
the lacing of a glove.
I am baseball. And all is right.

...

TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
Senior Kris Lance accepts a pitch during a March 25 practice. Lance and the rugby team will take on the
Little Rock Rugby Club Saturday at 2 p.m.

RUGBY: RugbyTeam Benefits From Coach
CONTINUED from page 1 b
always encourages the guys to
go full ,speed to help the body
prepare for a tackle. It's different
than football tackling."
Although the reputation
of rugby's being a tough sport
full of injuries was daunting to
many, Johnson and the rest of the
coaches encouraged those who
could be interested in playing
next season.
"We are here to teach rugby
as brothers in Christ and want
anyone who has had a thought
to give it a chance," Johnson said.

"We try to train in a different way
but still keeping within an athletic
.
"
team environment.
Those who played the sport
said the traveling, the practice and
the injuries were worth it.
"Rugby gave me endurance,"
junior fullback Matt McCormick
said. "There is nothing more satisfying than getting hit a couple
of times and realizing you don't
break like a twig."
Rugby won't stop for Msiska
after he graduates.
Msiska said his post-graduate plans included rugby in

I am a 16-year-old nursing
a blister.
I am the husky, determined,
forceful, introspective, frustrated,
pock-marked, gnasher of teeth
set to put you back on your heels
ifyou crowd my plate.
I am the sultan of the
slider; the sorcerer of the
four-seamer; the purveyor of
punishment; the mayor of

menace; the banisher of balk.
I circle my changeup. I'
break a 12-6 curve when the
coach isn't looking. I look you
back to first base.
I throw high and tight. I
throw low and away. I throw
behind you.
I'm lively and tightly strung. I
am rough and leathery, dimpled
from taking my first big hits.
I am baseball. And I am the
last hurrah.

...

I am a 22-year-old delaying
a term paper.
I am the plodding, weakarmed, worried, preoccupied,
lobber of softballs who claps
for your fine catches of my
hopeful line drives.
I. am the caliph of congraculations; the pharaoh of fair
play; the grandmaster of "good
game, guys;" the mystic of
misjudgment.
I hit three fouls. I get under
the ball. I focus on schoolwork.
I make you "move in a bit,
outfield." I make you shift your
infield. I take a strike and nod co
the pitcher. I walk.
I am a dead ball knuckling
to the fourth outfielder. I am
replaced in the fifth because

I'm not focused on the game.
I am baseball - sort of.
And I am not going quietly.

•••
I am a 27-year-old paying
way coo much for field level.
I am the all-seeing, numbercrunching, .score-keeping, box
score bandit who's going to .
buy some nachos in the middle
of the fourth and petition the
league to count the groundrule double as a home run.
I am the champion of cheer;
the sage of sabermetrics; the
rabbi of rant; the herald of
history.
I prognosticate. I compare
splits. I scrawl a backwards K.
I stay up for the West Coast
games. I add up OPS. I take a
flier on a fantasy up-and-comer.
I am a doctored mass of
rawhide ready to play - or
watch - two. I am a wily veteran taking the field again and
trying to stoke the fire.
I am 12. I am 16. I am 22.
I am baseball. And it's nice
to be back. ,

. .
."

.,
,,
11

. .

JEREMY D. BEAUCHAMP is

•

•

the Director of Student Publications. He may be contacted
at jdbeauchamp@harding.edu
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Kicking Up Dust

some form.
"I was thinking about getting
back to playing," he said. "Some
cif my friends who are here are
playing for the U.S. National
Team, and everybody is telling
me to play, but now I am focusing
on my studies."
For those interested, the
rugby team has weekly practices
on the practice soccer field from
4 co 6 p.m. and a home match
Saturday on the soccer practice
field behind the Ganus Athletic
Center at 2 p.m. against the Little
Rock Rugby Club.

up against."
Both teams will look to improve
on their winning streaks today
before hitting the tough conference stretch of their schedule.

The Bisons and Lady Bisons hit
the courts for two meets against
Newman and John Brown. Those
meets will be held at 8:30 a.m
and 3:30 p.m.
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CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Redshirt freshman Tyl er Thompson slides safely into third base during a March 25 game against
North Alabama. Harding took two games from the Lions, giving them four conference wins.

Harding Baseball By The Box
March 21-22 Series Against No. 12 Ouachita Baptist
Game 1: HU 3, OBU 2

Game 2: HU 6, OBU 3

HARDING

HARDING

Glenn If
Roberts cf
Stevens lb
Correa dh
McDonald ph
Thompson 3b
Whitaker ss
Moody c
Hunt rt
Fisher 2b
Totals

ab
3
4
2
2

1
4
3
3
3
2
27

r h bi
0 0 0
0 2 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
3 3 2

h bi
3 2
2 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
3 1

....

1 1
12 6

OUACHITA

Lockwood cf
Boyce dh
Streicher c
Pennell rt
Spence prI rt
Jovanovsk 3b
Makonnen lb
Maus ss
Taylor If
Williams pr/If
Poulter 2b
Totals

ab r
4 0
5 0
2 1
2 0
0 0
4 0
2 0
3 0
3 0
1 1
3 0
29 2

h bi
0 0
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
l 0
3 0
0 0
l 0
8 2

Harding
Skinner
Kramer
Ouachita
Smith
Helrerich
Lemmond

6 6 2 2
3 2 0 0
6 1 2 0
1.1 0 1 1
1.2 2 0 0

ab r h
3 0 0
1 0 0
3 0 0
l 0 0
4 2 4
4 0 4
2 0 0
3 0 0
1 0 0
3 0 1
2 0 0
3 1 1
30 3 10

bi
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

IP H R ER
Harding
Brumley W
Keith
Ouachita
Hershberg
Smith
Lemmond

HARDING
Glenn If
Roberts cf
Stevens lb
Correa dh
Thompson 3b
Whitaker ss
Moody c
Hunt rt
Fisher 2b
Totals

ab r
2 1
4 0
4 0
4 0
3 0
2 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
281

h bi

1 0
1 1
1 0
0 1
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
4 1

,•

OUACHITA

Lockwood cf
Williams ph
Wade rt
Lingle ph
Streicher c
Jovanovsk 3b
Makonnen lb
Maus ss
Boyce ph
Taylor If
Spence dh
Wurzelbac 2b
Totals

IP H R ER

Lil

Game 3: OBU 7, HU 1

ab r
4 1
4 1
4 0
4 0
1 0
4 1
2 1
3 2
3 0
29 6

Glenn If
Roberts cf
Stevens lb
Correa dh
Thompson 3b
Whitaker ss
Moody c
Hunt rt
Fisher 2b
Totals

OUACHITA

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison

6.2 10 3 3
0.1 0 0 0
3.2 8 5 5
2.1 3 l 1
1 1 0 0

Lockwood cf
Pennell rt
Streicher c
Jovanovsk 3b
Makonnen lb
Taylor If
Boyce dh
Maus ss
Wurzelbac 2b
Totals

ab r
3 1
3 2
2 1
4 0
4 1
3 1
4 0
4 1
4 0
31 7

1 1
1 1
0
1
1
0
10

0
1
1
0
6

IP H R ER
Harding
Tellez
Keith
Bishop
Mccrackin
Ouachita
Baran
O'Rourke

•

h bi .
2 0
3 2
1 0

0.1 3 4 3
6 3 1 0
1.1422
0.1 0 0 0

I

7 4 1 1
2 ·O 0 0

,,
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"1 O" Health conscious+ money starved individuals
who want + need extra Energy!

THE WORLDS

FIRST

HEALTHY

ENERGY DRINK!
Join the Bevolution!

Only 24 Cal. + 5 Carbs
888.297.4481 [24/ 7] www.drinkactusa.com
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A Lady Bison picks up a singles win for Harding on March 25 against LeMoyne-Owen in Searcy. The Lady
Bi sons are 12-2 this season, winning their last 10.
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TENNIS: Harding Serves Up A Strong Start
CONTINUED from page 1 b
conference in Division II, as far as
tennis goes," Bryant said. "We're
just looking to do our best and
compete against anybody we go
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Hearts After HIZ Raises Awareness
By KRISTA RUSSELL
student reporter

L

on all sides. At the peak of the
dry season, when the thermostat topped off at 110 degrees,
we began noticing something
strange happening to the overhang of huge trees along the
road in from of the school.
Instead of withering even
further, these trees suddenly
burst full of brillianr blooms

ast semester, 1 was
fortunate enough ro
spend time studying at
the Namwianga Compound
in southern Zambia.
A few rimes during my
stay, the clean water tank ran
of bluish -hue. Contrary
completely dry. During these
to our undersranding, che
rimes, my group would purify
water by leaving contaminated bright flowers seemed to
not only bring beauty, but
water in clear bottles on top
a promise that the land had
of the tin roof of one of our
houses to be penetrated by the not been forgotten - relief
was on the way. And then
sun. After one day, the water
the rains began.
was safe to drink and for
I can only imagine how
brushing teeth.
Namianga must look no\v.
When the water supply
The short-cut path connectwas out, bathing was typically
ing our houses ro the Haven
put otf until the last bearable
Houses (orphanages) has
moment, because a half-full
been submerged =beneath
bucket of water and strongrushing water and is nor
smelling chemicals (to kill
safe to walk right now. The
water fleas) was the only
sandy road Sarah and I rook
method for cleansing. Under
to school is now a muddy
no circumstance was water
mess that is even diffic ult for
wasted because a steady supvehicles to use.
ply is not assured.
Sown fields are no\V useDuring our rime in
less, ye llowed swamps where
Zambia, I taught in the Basic
maize sho uld be growing.
School with Sarah Hackney.
My friends' families are now
Several times a week, we
starving after receiving too
would walk a couple of miles
much of the exact thing they
home down dry, sandy roads.
have prayed and hoped for
Drought had left brown
over the last 50 years.
skeletons of shrubs and gras~

When the fall '07 Harding
in Zambia group and several
other people becan1e aware of
the flooding that is atfecring more than 30 thousand
people in Zambia, according
to http://www.reliefWeb.int/,
we could not just sit back
and do nothing.
Hearts After HIZ was
formed in response to our
love and passion for the
Zambians we came to call
"brothers" and "sisters." We
have planned several different events to raise both
awareness and funds to aid
with flooding relief in the
Southern Province.
Midnight Oil will host
a gallery April 6 featuring
photography taken by H!Z
students last se1nester. These
matted photographs will be
sold in a silent auction, and
the proceeds will be used
to buy seed and chemicals
for fa1nilies to grow vegetables in private gardens.
Once they are planted, these
family gardens will provide
vegetables for three months.
This evening i ~ an excuse
to get dressed up and enjoy
hors d'oeuvres and music
while supporting a worthy
cause. Tickers are $25, an
amount that will be used

to feed an entire Zambian
family for rwo weeks. Doors
open at 6 p.m.; the auccion
closes at 9 p.m.
Other Hearts After HIZ
events to follo\v are a yard
sale in front of the Heritage
on April 19, a Cheyenne
Medders benefit concert
April 22, and Midnight Oil
will donate all profits and
tips on April 27 to Hearts
After HIZ.
We hope Hearts After
HIZ will last much longer
than Zambian starvation and
can provide people with an
opportunity ro initiate philanthropic projects, which
allow others ro give with ~
whole hearts. Christians are
not called to a life of sitting
around a pool earing bonbons.
The gospels depict a
Christ who walked a road of
suffering. He was mocked
and n1urclered because
people around him did not
know how to respond to
such open displays of love
and forgiveness. So, give a
little; give a lot. Give until
it hu rts and then give some
more. When it becomes
a sacrifice, do it wirh joy.
Deeper rhan money, give of
your talents and time.
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Brain Teasers:
Puzzles & Games
Cryptique

"X DKGWAWJO
XAAWABMO CXQ
HKA GKPJO XPP QKBT
DTKtPOCG, LBA WAIWPP
XHHKQ OHKBNS
DOKDPO AK CXEO
WAIKTASASO
OZZTA."
P equals L
Difficulty.,.. ,~ ~ ~

Sudoku

Knights' Joust On Front Lawn
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8 6
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1

2

9

Difficulty ~ ~
ALYSSA MORAN IThe Bison

Sophomore Jordan Stanley (left) and freshman Blake Hemphill take part in the Knights' Joust on Saturday. The lances were
made of PVC pipe, towels and duct tape and covered in shaving creme. Knights are celebrating their 40th year as a social club.

Money For Pizza

Answers found on 6b .
The Bison Crossword

By ALEX BLAIR

·
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Harding Squirrels

By AMANDA PRUITI
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en I was younger, I some1mes worked in the family
usiness. My father owned
a printing shop in Atlanta, and even
though I did not have enough ink in
my blood to consider printing as a
career, I enjoyed going to work with
Dad when I wasn't in school. At the
shop I did odd jobs that required no
skill, since that was .exactly the amount
of skill I possessed. Sweeping, taking
out the trash and collating were my
usual chores. Once, I collated the trash
just for fun.
Anyway, as I slowly worked my way
up to the bottom of the company, I
got to help Dad run the paper-folder,
a hardy piece of vintage machinery
my grandfather bought in the late
'40s. I was the "catcher," and my job
was to catch the brochures after they
were folded and then box chem up for
shipping. When that old warhorse got
cranked up, it could fold faster than
a new restaurant in Searcy. A few
times I felt like Lucy trying to keep
up with the chocolates, but I always
knew there was a panic button to push
in case brochures started to spill over
onto the floor.
As the "catcher," I was also responsible
for qualiry control and had to reject
anything that was not folded straight.
I soon developed a hawk-like eye for
papers that were folded only a hair off
center, which explains why I now go
into near hysterics when students don't
line up the pages of their papers before
stapling. I guess crooked pages are my
version of wire coat-hangers.
One summer, we got one of the
strangest job orders I can remember.
The Chicken of the Sea tuna company
had printed more than 500,000 packages for canned tuna with the wrong
expiration date. Apparently, reprinting
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"When my high school
guidance counselor looked
at my resume under 'Special
Skills,' she was disturbed at
the phrase 'jiggling tuna' and
sent me across the hall to the
school therapist. I still call him
every Thursday. "
all these boxes would have been far too
expensive, so the company called us for
help (this is the phone call every tunalover dreads). We had an old die-cutting
machine that could cut any shape into
a piece of paper, so my Dad offered
to run each box through the machine
and cut out a small circle around the
misprinted dates. Then a label with the
correct date could be applied lacer, and
disaster could be averted.
Since it's harder to punch holes in
cardboard than paper, the piece with
the date did not always come out during
rhe cutting process. So we had to jog
them by hand. Here's where I came
in. I would grab a stack of25 flattened
tuna boxes and bang chem on the table
until all the little cur pieces fell out.
At the end of each round, the table
would be covered in tiny cardboard
circles that said "Best if used by August
1994," which, incidentally, was the
same label that was on the computer
I bought in July 1994.
With half a million of these boxes,
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the process took several weeks. Now I
want you to picture this in your mind.
Here I was, a college student trying
to find my place in the world, trying
to build self-confidence and trying to
learn some marketable skills, and I was
shaking tuna boxes for $4.75 an hour.
When people asked me what I was doing
that summer, I had to confess to this
humiliating shakedown. For variery, I
tried to use a different verb each time I
was asked: I said I was vibrating tuna
boxes, shimmying tuna boxes and so
on. When my high school guidance
counselor looked at my resume under
"Special Skills," she was disturbed at
the phrase "jiggling tuna" and sent me
across the hall to the school therapist.
I still call him every Thursday. '
I realize the world is full of lousy
jobs. For example, I've always wondered
whose job it is to inflate each of those tiny
squares on a roll of bubble-wrap. This
person would have to have a remarkable
set of lungs and be able to deliver air in
lots of really short spurts. And if you
had this job, how would you react every
rime you ~aw someone popping bubblewrap for fun? Anyway, the next time
you feel sorry for yourselfbecause of the
dehumanizing work you are forced to do
at a job, count your blessings. You could
be shimmying tuna. I still can't look at
a tuna fish sandwich without pounding
my hands on the table, which explains
why I'm no longer welcome at several
restaurants in town.
If they ever start serving tuna fish
at the Waffle House, I'm going to be
in real trouble.
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n recent weeks, the Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Wright has
provoked public criticism concerning statements
drawn from a series of sermons. Wright, who formerly preached at the Trinity United Church of Christ
(an African-American church in Chicago), vaulted into
the public eye when his most prominent church member, Senator Barack Obama, entered the 2008 presidential election. I want to make it clear chat chis is not an
attack on Barack Obama, and is not written to influence feelings toward him in any way. I refuse to hold
a political candidate accountable for statements made
by his preacher, no matter how close their relationship
may be. Wright's sermons, writings and interviews are so
deliberately racist that to defend them would be nearly
immoral.
Wright preaches primarily from what he calls "Black
Liberation Theology." For those of you unfamiliar with
Liberation Theology, it teaches a gospel which appeals to
those who are poor and/or oppressed. In chis theology,
Jesus Christ is seen not only as a savior, bur as a liberator to those who struggle daily under oppression. When
Liberation Theology came to America in the mid-20th
century, its African-American supporters cited ongoing
segregation and the failure to grant African-American
rights as pillars upon which to build what they called
Black Liberation Theology. However, in the half-century
since its development these pillars have eroded, leaving
an outdated theology with no base to stand on. When
Black Liberation Theology was developed in the 1960s
by James H. Cone, an African-American theologian
born and raised in Arkansas, racism and segregation
were very much alive. But despite the ever-present existence of racism in modern America, segregation and its
subsequent evils have practically vanished. With racial
inequalities nearly extinct in America, how then can
Black Liberation Theology stand on a belief that African-American citizens are oppressed in an overwhelmingly white society?
Wright maintains in his teachings that AfricanAmerican citizens in the United States are constantly
·mistreated and intentionally oppressed. He has made
several statements asserting that the United States is run
by racists, including but not limited to calling it the
"United States of White America'' and "The U-S of K-KK-A." Commenting on how African-Americans should
feel towards the government, Wright said, "The government gives [African-Americans] the drugs, builds bigger
prisons, passes a three-strike law and then wants us to
sing 'God Bless America'? No, no, no, not God Bless
.A~ ~r: ..:<., but God D --- America!" In other sermons,
j
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Wright claimed that America was partially responsible
for the 9111 attacks, asserted the government lied about
their creation of the HIV virus as a means of genocide
cowards "people of color," and provided more co mmentary concerning racial relations in the United States.
In a 2007 interview, FOX talk show host Sean Hannity discussed the Trinity United C hurch of Christ
mission statement with Wright. The mission statement
included: commitment to the black community, commitment to the black family, adherence to the black
work ethic, pledging acquired skills to the black community, strengthening and supporting black institutions, pledging allegiance to all black leaders who have
embraced the black value system, and personal commitment to the embracement of the black value system.
Hannity asked Wright, "If every time we said ' black',
if there was a church and chose words were 'white',
wouldn't we call that church racist?" Wright rejected this
claim, but H anniry makes an interesting point: attacks
from a minoriry toward a majority are often overlooked.
Regardless of who it comes from, a constant promotion
of one ethnicity over another creates increasingly racist
beliefs .
The bottom line is Wright and his interpretation of
Black Liberation Theology promote racism. The very
thing he preaches against is advocated by his words, and
his status as an African-American does not make it any
more tolerable. In an American sociery that is embracing egalitarianism more and more each day, flagrant
opposition to the principles of equaliry should not be
overlooked. This is not co say chat Black Liberation
Theology (or Liberation Theology as a whole) cannot be
effective in other places, but that its founding principles
are no longer applicable in the United States. While
American society seeks racial equality, the Black Liberation Theology, as taught by Wright, does nothing but
promote racial division, and for this reason it should be
abandoned.
SCOTTY KIMBERLY is a guest contributor for the
Bison and may be contacted at wkimberl @harding.
edu

nee upon a time, the sanctity of
marriage was something held in
high esteem by most Americans.
Not long ago, it was fairly common to
read of a couple celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary in any church bulletin. Divorce was taboo, and marriage
really was "until death do us part."
Somewhere in the past several decades, however, marriage has become
a concept many do not take seriously.
Too many times it is a decision that is
made without any real thought, other
than what' color looks best on the maid
of honor or whether guests will enjoy
raspberry or strawberry filling in the
wedding cake.
No longer is marriage a lasting commitment, bur rather, something that has
become a mere convenience until someone
younger, hotter, richer or more successful
comes along. Divorce lawyers are making bank,
and many
While recent
marriages are
generations
considered
a success if have made many
they reach improvements to
the fivethe world and the
year mark'.
Basically, way society vie\,'VS
divorce is
many different
as common
types
of people,
as peanut
the way views
butter and

jelly.

toward marriage

With the has transformed
assumption
that most over the years is
marriages
tragic.
will eventually end
in divorce, a new industry has made
its way onto the event-planning scene.
Now, the end of a marriage has become
a time to parry.
Event-planning companies across
the county have begun offering clients
elaborate divorce parties to help divorcees
commemorate chis "monumental" time
in life. Some event planners admit to
planning two to three divorce celebrations
per month, complete with wedding rings
being melted into bullets and burning
wedding dresses or things important to
the ex. Some individuals are even going as
far as to register for "divorce gifts" in an
effort to replace some of the household
appliances lost during the split.
Seriously? This is ridiculous. And
sad.
Many of those choosing to participate
in chis new form of "healing" claim
celebrating the end of their marriage is
helping to lessen the stigma surrounding divorce. Now, of course, divorcees
should not be shunned by society, and
in some instances, divorce really is the
best route for a marriage to take, but
unfortunately, the American society has
begun to view divorce as the best solution
to any problem faced in a marriage rather
than the last possible option. Maybe the
stigma around divorce is not something
that needs to be erased.
Society seems to have lost sight of the
true concept behind marriage. God created
this union to be something meaningful and
not something to be thrown away without
serious thought and consideration.
My grandparent's generation would
have never dreamt of hosting parties to
celebrate a divorce. Actually, most of my
grandparent's generation would have never
dreamt of ending their marriage in the
first place. Ideas surrounding marriage
and divorce have changed drastically in
the last 40 years, and in many ways it
hasn't been for the better. It is scary to
even imagine what things will be like in
the future,
While recent generations have made
many improvements to the world and the
way society views many different types of
people, the way views toward marriage has
transformed over the years is tragic.
When a marriage ends for any reason,
it is not a time for celebration. Yes, it is
appropriate to move on with life and learn
from the experience, but hosting a huge
blow-out to bash the "wasted years" of a
marriage is taking it a bit too far. Divorce
affects so many individuals and causes
pain and sorrow to all chose surrounding
the divorced couple.
•
Though many Harding students joke
about attending a "marriage fuctory" where
graduates receive M.R.S or M.R. Clegrees,
most of the students, faculty and staff at
this institution take marriage seriously.
The Harding community understands
divorce is something ugly and .causes
harm to so many. Hopefully, sociery
will soon wake up and realize marriage
should be cherished, and divorce is not
a time to party.
HEATHER BROWNING is the
opinions editor for the 2008
Bison and may be contacted at
hbrownin@harding.edu
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I am baseball - sort of
And I am nor going quietly.
I am a 27-year-old paying
way too much for field level.
I am the all-seeing, numbercrunching, score-keeping, box
score bandit who's going to .
buy some nachos in rhe middle
of the fourth and petition rhe
league ro count the groundrule double as a home run.

am a 22-year-old delaying

[ am the champion of cheer;
the sage of sabermetrics; the

m paper.

rabbi of rant; rhe herald of

am rhe plodding, weakd, worried, preoccupied,
er of softballs who claps
our fine catches of my
ful line drives.
am rhe caliph of congraruns; rhe pharaoh of fair
; the grandmaster of "good
e, guys;" the mystic of
udgment.
hit rhree fouls. I ger under
all. I focus on schoolwork.

history.
I prognosticate. I compare

make you "move in a bit,

eld." I make you shifi: your
Id. I take a strike and nod to
ircher. I walk.

am a dead ball knuckling
e fourth outfielder. I am
ced in rhe fifth because

splits. I scrawl a backwards K.
I stay up for the West Coast
games. I add up OPS. I take a
~ier on a fantasy up-and-comer.
I am a doctored mass of
rawhide ready to play - or
watch - two. I am a wily veteran raking the field again and
trying to stoke rhe fire.
I am 12. I am 16. I am 22.
I am baseball. And it's nice
to be back. ,

JEREMY D. BEAUCHAMP is
the Director of Student Publications. He may be contacted
at jdbeauchamp@harding.edu
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Education Beyond Books, Classes
Attending College Outside Comfort Zone Broadens Horizons

G

rowing up in western Pennsylvania, I knew
very lirrle about rhe South before coming to Harding. Though I had a vague
understanding of what exis ted below the MasonOixon line, 1 was still quite ignorant to life beyond
Maryland. So ignorant, in fact, that the majority
of my knowledge was gleaned from a handful of
trips to Myrtle Beach as a kid and my grandparents'
annual Branson slideshow. However uninformed I
may have been, I soon discovered my lack of culture
paled in comparison ro rhar of my high school
peers.
When I came home for the summer followin g my freshman year, my high school chums
bombarded me with questions like, "does it get
hot in Tennessee?" and "do you think you'll sray
in Alabama? " Questions like these became common, and I soon discovered rhar my friends had
an even more warped perception of the South
than I did . I had repeatedly told rhem that I
attended school in Arkansas, but that concept
seemed to blow their minds. To my friends, the
South was a foreign land, a chicken-fried Pangaea
where all the states exist and function as one. In
their minds, Arkansas was a suburb of Tennessee,
just north of Alabama and a short drive from rhe
nation's capital - Texas. Makes sense, I suppose.
I soon discovered however, char chis vie\v is not
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Baseball By The Box
s Against No. 12 Ouachita Baptist
Game 3: OBU 7, HU 1

3me 2: HU 6, OBU 3
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here's a very good chance
you're holding something in
your hands right now that
you'll be telling your grandchildren
about someday.
No, it's not chat mochachino
- it's the newspaper.
Don't laugh. Some of you
have seen rhe 6,000-year old-clay
cylinders chat used to be the Mesopotamia Democrat-Gazette at the
British Museum. Those artifacts are
probably going ro be forced make
room for the print newspaper pretty
soon, if they haven't already.
I used to read print n ~ws papers
a lot, but I realized the ocher day I
don't look at chem much anymore.
By "newspaper," I mean that thing
rhac is printed on paper and sold in
"newspaper machines" or delivered
to the end of your driveway in a
plastic wrapper.
Like many men my age, my first
job was something called "a paper
route," and I used to throw newspapers at front porch steps from nly
bicycle. The paper I delivered was
rhe weekly {Thursday) New Castle
Eagle, and you could gee a monthly
subscripti on for a buck. I collected
m oney door-to-door each month,
and r got nice tips ar Christmas
from my 50 or so customers.
I'm pretty sure 1 picked up
the newspaper-reading habit from
watching my dad read rhe newspaper every night. When I left home,
I read "Stars and Stripes" when l
was in the Navy, and when I went
to college I got a su bscription to the
Tennessean. I assumed everyone my
age read rhe newspaper every day,

TYLER NEESE
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"During my time here, I have come to love
many things about the South and learned
a lot along the way. Classes are important,
but for me some of the best lessons came
from a few hundred miles and a truckload
of pull pork sandwiches. "

just limited to the north ern United States.
I remember one instance when a waitress in
Searcy asked my family and me where we were
from. After we told her we were from Pennsylvania,
she instantly became excited and asked if we knew
her family in New York City. Oddly enough, we
hadn't mer.
I believe these examples illustrate one of rhe
most fascinating aspects of this country diversity.
The United States is a diverse country made up of

various cultures, ethnicities and traditions spread
across many regions , each of which contribute their
own unique flavor and define this country's identity
as a whole. However, these differences should not
serve as a barrier between people, but rather act as
motivation to discover and learn more about each
other.
.
So why is it we can live in the same country, yet
know so lirrle about each ocher/ Mark Twain said,
"Travel is fural to prejudice, bigotry and narrowmindedness, and many of our people need ir sorely
on thes~ accounts. Broad, wholesome, charitable
views of men and things cannot be acquired by
vegetating in one little corner of the earth all one's
lifetime." I believe Twain's words still ring true today.
Traveling allows us to berrer appreciate others, as well
-as gain a new perspective in to our own situation.
Since coming to Harding, I have realized rhar
leaving my comfort zone was a great decision. Duriflg my time here, 1 have come to love many things
about the South and have learned a lot along the
way. C lasses are in1portant, but for me some of the
best lessons came from a few hundred miles and a
truckload of pulled pork sandwiches.

TYLER NEESE is a guest contributor for the
Bison and may be contacted at tneese@harding.e du
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" I'm not sure I'm really missing much when I get most of
my news online, other than
a lot of advertising, want ads
ad and obituaries. Moreover,
I can read a large number of
and variety of newspapers
(both domestic and international) through the magic of
an online news reader like
Google, and you can't beat the
price either."

bur I quickly discovered rhar this
put me in a rather freakish category
among my classmates.
You may chink you read the
newspaper every day but if you only
read the sports section, that doesn 1t
cou·n t as "reading" the newspaper.
I'm almost sure you have to read at
least one item from each section (including the want ads and the style
section) for it to count as proper
reading.
These days, I read the entire
Daily Citizen occasionally at the
library and I still read rhe morning paper with my dad when I'm
visiting him in Delaware. Like many
people, I usually buy a newspaper ar

the airport so I'll have something to
read or cover my face with if I want
ro rake a nap on rhe plane. I hope ir
goes without saying that my favorite
newspaper is rhe Bison, especially
when they have rhe good taste to
publish something I've written~
Bur most of the time, I get my
news on my laptop, from the radio
or television, and I feel better in formed than I've felt in my life.
I think the two primary reasons
for my abandoning print newspapers for news in favor of these other
outlets are the cost and convenience.
Our nation's newspapers may soon
rue !:he day when somebody in copy
room first sa id, "Hey, wouldn't w~
reach more readers if we put our
paper online1"
Thar may have worked as long·
as the Internet was a novelty and
not as widely used as it is today,
but it seems to me they may as well
be giving their newspapers away
for free now. In 2007, paid circulation for the top 25 newspapers in
America declined by an average of
2.5 percent, and that figure may
even be higher - many publications
pad their statistics by counting online readers {like me) as part of their
weekly circulation.
Mort Zuckerman, the ownerP\lblisher of the New York Daily
News, recently suggested rhar
newspapers may soon be relegated
solely to Sunday editions because of
the expense of printing, and that's
believable. Today, many print editions of newspapers are surviving
solely on a big Sunday edition rhar's
packed with advertising.

I'm not sure I'm really missing
much when I get most of my news
online, other than a lot of advertising, want ads and ,obituaries. Moreover, I can read a larger number and
variety of newspapers (both domestic and international) through the
magic of an online n ews reader like
Google, and you can't bear the price
either.
I do miss rhe smell of rhe newsprint, bur I certainly don't miss the
black stains on my hands and slacks
when I'm finished reading. Granted,
you probably don't want to use your
laptop as an umbrella, and a newspaper doesn't crash, lock up or ever need
to be rebooted. Bur rhar's a small price
to pay when you consider the fact
you don't have to wade through the
same mass of advertising with a news
reader.
Just as my New Castle Eagle
customers gradually got used to not
seeing m e at their doors once a month
to collect subscriptions, the rest of
rhe woild is eventually going to get
use to nor seeing newspapers on the
driveway every morning.
But wherever you get your news
and information, get some whenever
you can. An informed, and literate citizenry is the cornerstone of a
democracy and a free press is worthless unless people are making good
use of it.

MARK ELROD is a professor of
political science and a guest
contributor for the Bison. He
may be contacted at elrod@
harding.edu
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more than 4 million Iraqis have been uprooted because of violence.

Online News Sources, TV News Replacing Traditional Newspapers
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REPORT OF THE IRC COMMISSION on Iraqi refugees. According to the report,

Death Of Printed Papers

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
ides safely into third base during a March 25 game against
1mes from the Lions, giving them four conference wins.

28, 2008
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"We believe the United States has a special responsibility to Iraqi refugees,
if only to restore its credibility. "

I'm nor focused on the game.
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am baseball. And I am rhe
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Opening Up About Past Misdeeds Beneficial For Politicians

I

'm probably going to catch a
lor of flack for saying rhis, bur
here goes. I like New York's new
governor. That's right. I am a fan
of David A. Paterson. Let me make
myself clear. I like New York's first
African-American governor, even
after Paterson admirred borh he and
his wife have been involved in extramarital relationships. I do not care
chat Paterson has admitted ro crying
illegal drugs in th e past. Now, let me
do some explaining before the flyers
start rolling out around campus.
Paterson is a Democrat, but that
has nothing ro do with my admiration for rhe man. Many are probably
wondering how anyone can admire
someone who has had an affair.
Who would support someone who
has used drugs in rhe past? It's really
quite simple. David A. Paterson is
nor just a politician; he's a human.
Whenever I first -learned of the
Eliot Spitzer scandal in New York,
I was as disappointed in Spitzer as
a voter can be. Just as disappointed
as Floridians were in Mark Foley.
Just as disappointed as rhe folks in
New Jersey were of Jim McGreevey.
I remembered the shenanigans
of Idaho Senator Larry Craig. I
thought a while about Detroit and
Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick. Oh, and I
was reminded of a certain politician

Jared Abels<ln

Guest

Space
"As Americans, we obviously

expect our political figures
to be honest and transparent
about their misdeeds while in
office. That's understandable. If
our officials aren't transparent
about their pasts, then how can
we expect them to be transparent about the present. "

from Arkansas, too ...
I bring up all of rhese names ro
make a point. Even though Paterson has had his share of less than
admirable moments in his life, he is
not alone. Politicians are humans,
and rhey make mistakes. I'm not
defending the mistakes Paterson has
made in the past, nor am I supporting them. I would just like to point
our Paterson is nor alone. Come
to think of ir, many politicians
throughout history have led less
than upstanding moral lives, and

I'm sure the same is true in today's
political world.
However, politicians are constantly being reminded of the errors
in their ways. That's just part of
being a politician, and rhar's why I
like Paterson. Instead of taking the
low road like so many of his peers
and predecessors, Paterson cut the
media off at rhe pass. He came our
and broke the news of his misdeeds
before the papers and television
stations had a chance. To me, this
says a lot about Paterson as both a
politician and as a man.
While many people would lie
about their past or try to hide ir
away, Paterson did no such thing.
In fact, Paterson has been open with
his drug use in the past, so this is
not just a very savvy political maneuver. Americans need to applaud
politicians like Paterson, regardless
of their party affiliation. Why/ Well,
because here is a person who is actually being honest.
As Americans, we obviously
expect our political figures to be
honest and transparent about their
misdeeds \Vhile in office. That's
understandable. If our elected officials are not rransparenr abour their
pasts, then how can we expect them
to be transparent about the present?
I \vould suspect chat New York-

ers \Von't be losing any sleep over
Paterson's honesty. Plus, thanks to
Paterson's openness, New York will
not have to swear in a new governor
anytime soon.
So with a very important election
approaching in November, I hope
all Americans will stop and think
about what Paterson has done. I
hope America remembers Paterson's
past and present. I also hope those
running for an elected position will
see the success Paterson has had
being open with his past, and will
strive to do the same thing. Most
of all, I hope our voters will not fall
down on rhe job and demand anything less than the complete truth
about the men and women vying for
our votes.
Let's remember Paterson when we
go into the voter's booth this Noven1ber, and never forget a person is
nor responsible for the words of their
minister ... no matter how controversial those words may be. Now char we
have had chis discussion, let's get back
to the real issues at stake in this election and nor spend our rime bogged
down with anymore politicking.

JARED AB ELSON is a guest contributor for the Bison and may be
contacted at jabelson@harding.
edu.

Media Blitz

B

etween the University of
Arkansas fans "calling the
H ogs" every few minutes and
the celebrity appearance of former
Memphis and NBA standout Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway, lase weekend's
subregional of rhe NCAA Tournament
ar North Lierle Rock's Alltel Arena was
interesting to say the least. Watching
men the size (and sometin1es \Veighc)
of trees is hardly an everyday occurrence in central Arkansas, where the
biggest basketball event of rhe season
is usually a December non-conference
Razorback game.
Harding's entire Sports Information crew plus a few other students
assisted rhe University of ArkansasLittle Rock with the tournament over
rhe weekend, so I was among the few
able to experience the NCAA event
beyond rhe games, the T-shirt sales
and frazzled chicken strip vendors.
When the games weren't being pJaye.d,
I spent most of my time in the maze
beneath rhe Alltel Arena raking full
advantage of the All-Access pass,
spending time in the press conference
room, in the media workroom and
yes, even in the room that catered
food for all the workers and media.
With as much activity that was
happening on the court, it was easily
as busy in all rhe hallways and wo rkrooms. UALR officials said they had
issued nearly 400 media credentials.
To put chis in perspeccive, Harding is
lucky to have one or two newspaper
reporters at a conference basketball
game. At the NCAA Tournament,
reporters gathered from Miami ro
Oregon and everywhere in between.
1 shouldn't have been too surprised.
After all, the NCAA Tournament is
one of those rare sports events that
grabs the arrention of almost all
working-class America. After all, who
doesn't fill out a tournament bracket,
even if the winners are only based On
a fclvorite color or mascot? The typical
office-pool winner watches significantly low levels ofESPN and could
probably nor name a single high-profile player or coach.
The size and scope of the media
coverage was incredible nevertheless, and just a glance down press row
revealed only half rhe writers, photographers and radio workers even present.
The ocher half of the media was tucked
away in a near-silent workroom pecking our a story or sending photos by
laptop - or maybe they were enjoying
the free popcorn, barbecue chips and
borrled water in one of the hallways. Ir
was hard to keep track.
Ar the average high school or small
college event, the sportswriter contingent is just a few scruffy guys dressed in
jeans and shirts char came from some
not-so-recent decade. That scene is
hardly rhe case ar the NCAA Tournament where the rules require everyone
to dress in business attire, which probably forces a writer or two co finally
rake rhar desperate drive ro the local
J.C. Penny's.
The dress code isn't rhe only
N(:AA formality; the press conference process is equally rigid with
certain time constraints and procedures. Sure, I've seen my fair share
of press conferences on TV, but
sitting through one is vastly different
because both sides of the process are
obvious. When televised, usually only
the coaches or players are heard, but
when seen live, both the questions
and answers are audible.
Junior Randall Baber and I were
the lone Harding workers during the
press conference day in between game
days, so the fl.VO of us were awarded
the job of carrying the •microphone
around rhe room for the reporters
to ask questions. In ways, a press
conference is a lot like a well-behaved
elementary classroom where the
reporter raises his or her hand and
gets called on by the moderator before
being allo\ved to speak.
Microphone holders have one rule:
never let go of the microphone or e lse
a talkative reporter will keep it forever.
Sure, I applied the death-grip on my
microphone, but I was more afraid of
accidentally hirring a national reporter
in the face with the microphone than
anything else.
After the tournament was deemed
a "s uccess," officials announced UALR
and the All rel Arena can host a region
of the NCAA Tournament again in
201 l or so.
AJJ much as I enjoyed the weekend
and the 10-hour workdays, as a junior,
hopefully I will have graduated by
then.

AMANDA PRUITI serves as the
editor in chief for the 2007-2008
Bison. She may contacted at
akpruitt@harding.edu
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'No Country For Old Men' Released On DVD
By CARSON FANT
student reporter

N

o Country for O ld
Men," now out on
DVD and Blue-Ray
Disc, is a movie that had thrilled
me throughout and was still
on my mind a week after I first
saw it in November. With great
performances, great west-Texas
locales and some needed humor,
Ethan and Joel Coen ("Fargo,"
"O Brother Where Art Thou")
have made the best movie I have
seen in a long time.
The film deservedly tallied four Academy Awards last
month, including best picture
and best adapted screenplay.
Adapted by the Coen brothers from Cormac M~arthy's
novel of the same name, "No
Country'' is a gritty film that
paints a bleak picture of the
violent world we inhabit, even

though it is set in 1980. It is
great look into the futility of
violence, and yet somehow it still
is a defining quality among men.
The protagonist of the movie,
Llewelyn Moss, is played by
Josh Brolin, giving another
good performance after his turn
in "American Gangster." One
morning while hunting, Moss
stumbles upon some trucks with
dead bodies scattered around.
This is the scene of a drug deal
turned deadly, and Moss finds a
briefcase nearby with more than
$2 million in cash inside. The
look on his face says he knows
he shouldn't take it, bur, c'mon,
how often do you find $2 million in cash?
Moss realizes he needs to get
himself and his wife, Carla Jean
(Kelly Macdonald), out of town
when he makes a trip back to the
scene and is nearly killed by just
a few of the men who are out to

get the money back. Unfortunately for Moss, the scariest man
on his tail hasn't even arrived.
That would be Anton Chigurh, played by Javier Bardem,
in one of the more memorable
performances I have ever seen.
C higurh is creepy, with his
strange way of talking, his
even weirder hairdo and his

This Week In
History
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Answers from 3b
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March 24
• (1603) Queen Elizadh I died at age 69
after ruling England for
more than 40 years.
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• ( 1934) The Philippine
slands in the South
facific were granted
!independence by
'resident Franklin D.
oosevelt after nearly 50
ears of U.S. control.

March 25
• (1634) Maryland was
ounded by settlers sent
y the late Lord Balti-

• (1911) A fire at the
riangle Shirtwaist Co.
in New York City killed
l145 workers.
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March 26
• (1827) Ludwig van
eethoven, German
omposer, dies in
lvenna.
• (2003) More than
one million students in
lSpain went on strike in
pposition to their
overnment's support of
he U.S. and U.K.
·nvasion oflraq.

tendency to make every encounter with another human
being extremely awkward.
· Chigurh is homicidal to
his very core, and he has been
hired to track down the money,
chough that is not his only concern. As one character tells Moss,
even if he gave all the money
back, Chigurh would kill him
"just for inconveniencing him."
The voice of reason comes
from Sheriff Ed Tom Bell, played
by the always great Tommy Lee
Jones, who is on the trail of both
men, hoping to reach Moss
before Chigurh does. Some of
the most touching scenes are
when Bell contacts Carla Jean,
who is hiding at her mother's in
Odessa. She wants her husband
back, money or no money, and
Bell tries to assure her he will
help Moss.
Bell knows, though, that he
and Moss are not dealing with

a typical evildoer. Chigurh can
enter and leave places without
being detected by anyone except
the people he kills.
Moss, strangely enough,
seems to see the situation as
a challenge, one in which he
must prove himself able to deal
with the Chigurhs of the world.
Moss, a Vietnam veteran, knows
how to handle himself, but why
does he feel the need to? I don't
think it is because he wants to
be Chigurh, but to prove he can
protect himself and his wife from
anyone, and now he has the
money to provide for her as well.
The dialogue in this movie is
good and a great deal of it comes
straight from the novel. Every
character, even Chigurh, can cut
into the tension with a smart
remark, something the Coen
brothers have become recognized
for.
In addition to their award

for writing, the Coen brothers
received an Oscar for their directing, and Bardem earned the
Oscar for best supporting actor.
The DVD has only three
extra features, but they are interesting and informative.
"Working With the Coens:
Reflections of Cast and Crew"
is a short collection of interviews about working with the
unique duo. "The Making of
'No Country for Old Men"'
and "Diary of a Country Sheriff' are great looks into che interpretations of the characters
by the Coen brothers and the
characters who played them.
"No Country" is unforgettable and for all the right reasons: acting, cinematography
and the writing and directing
of the Coen brothers. This
endorsement may not mean
much, but it is the best film I
saw last year.

Let's Hear It For (Horton'
By MICHELLE GREER
student reporter

I

e's just a speck of dust,
that's all. But it is H orton
who hears the voice quite
small. Another Dr. Seuss classic
has been transformed from the
written word to the big screen,
and che result has been a promising one.
"Horton Hears a Who!"
tells the tale of the friendly
elephant, Horton, who goes
out of his way to save Whoville, which is only the size of
a small speck. In this rendition
of the story, Horton must face
the demeaning purple kangaroo, the half-witted eagle and
a brotherhood of monkeys to
help his friend the mayor of
Who-ville.
Ocher notable voices
Jim Carrey lends his voice
for this movie as Horton.
include Amy Poehler, Will ArThis is nor Carrey's first time
nett, Seth Rogen, Jonah Hill,
playing a Seus~ character. He
Isla Fisher and Carol Burnett.
While this movie's G rating
was previously seen playing the
makes it perfect for a much
Grinch in 2000. The character
of the Grinch is a complete
younger audience, this movie
opposite of Horton; instead of
is greac for people of all ages.
The film is full of bright colors,
ruining Christmas for Whoville, this character tries to save
great animation and even an
it from destruction.
anime sequence. There are also
several references to older movSteve Carel! was the voice
of the mayor of Who-ville.
ies that adults will find quite
amusing. Of course, these .
This character had the audicomments have no meaning
ence, adults and children alike,
laughing out loud. Carell's
for the children because they
won'c get che reference.
easily recognizable voice and
Like other Dr. Seuss
personality was evident in the
mayor's character. Some of the
adaptations, the ploc has been
mayor's crazy expressions and
stretched extensively in order to
hair-brained ideas are remimake this a full-length movie.
niscent of Carell's well known
A TV movie for "Horton Hears
character, Michael Scott, in
a Who!" was debuted in 1970,
"The Office."
and it only lasted 26 minutes

total. The movie currently in
theaters has miraculously been
turned inco 88 minutes. This
was also the case for the recent
"The Cat in the Hat" and "How
che Grinch Stole "Christmas."
Both of those movies seem to
be stretched beyond their limits.
Fortunately for "Horton," this is
nor the case.
The original plot has been
changed from the original
book, but the main ideas
are still intact. Much of the
extra time added to this film
comes from the witty banter
of the characters and details
about che lives of the Whos
in Who-ville. There are only a
few scen~s that seemed out of
place and stretched a little coo
far, but the charm and humor
of this movie made up for the
child's cheesiness that makes
others wane to cringe.
Like many childre,n 's movies, a moral came through
loud and clear. Horton says
repeatedly, "A person's a
person, no matter ho:w small."
Even though this message was
repeated many times throughout the movie, instead of getting old and annoying, it was
actually endearing. How can
anyone not love Horton? He
might be the most huggable
elephant ever portrayed.
Overall, this movie comes
highly recommended. No
matter age or gender, chis
movie can easily be enjoyed
by all. It's almost impossible
to leave the theater without
a smile and a cheery disposition. It's bright. It's cheery. It's
funny. It's worth seeing.

March27
• (1794) U.S. Navy is
[founded.
• (1971) UCLA beame first team to ever
in five consecutive
CAA basketball titles.

March 28
• (1834) In an
nprecedented and
1never repeated move,
resident Andrew
ackson is censured by
he U.S. Senate.
• (1928) Charlie
Chaplin's voice
roadcast on radio for
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Friday, Nov. 9TH 9:00AM - 3:00PM
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Dr. ":'odl. \'"-·arr will be providing
Invisalign treatment consultations
to answer your questions about
Invisalign treatment, the clear way
to straighten teeth. If you have
wondered if lnvisalign is right for
you,
ask
the
5'"..'ledu1E.1g
co. 1rdmaror to schedule you for an
.ippoinrmmrl

·~

TODD WYATT, DMD • TIM DUKE, DDS
WITH STAFF

600 S. Remington

For digible Invisalign Open House
patients: FREE teeth whitening
with lnvisalign treatment and
FREE consultation!

located in th• Lott R. Tuc/c.,
600 South Remington • Searcy, Arkansas • (50 I) 279-4341

1'6ys/co/ RtsOMrfes /Juilding
(Solltb ol Main Campus}

g>~ foe all~ Off/~ C2/Veecii
LET us HELP MAKE

YOUR SPECIAL DAY MEMORABLE!

SEARCY DENTAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
710 MARION ST. SUITE 302

•
LEARN HOW TO SMILE AGAIN.

268-3666
.. lnvisalign Open House and associare<l promotions arc hosted and sponsored by Dr. Todd 'Xlyatt and not by Align Technology, In:.

